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We report on cw measurements of probe beam absorption and four-wave-mixing spectra in a85Rb magneto-
optical trap taken while the trap is in operation. The trapping beams are used as pump light. We concentrate on
the central feature of the spectra at small pump-probe detuning and attribute its narrow resonant structures to
the superposition of Raman transitions between light-shifted sublevels of the ground atomic state and to atomic
recoil processes. These two contributions have different dependencies on trap parameters and we show that the
former is inhomogeneously broadened. The strong dependence of the spectra on the probe-beam polarization
indicates the existence of large optical anisotropy of the cold-atom sample, which is attributed to the recoil
effects. We point out that the recoil-induced resonances can be isolated from other contributions, making
pump-probe spectroscopy a highly sensitive diagnostic tool for atoms in a working magneto-optical trap.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The magneto-optical trap(MOT) is now a standard tool
for obtaining cold atomic samples. Due to significantly re-
duced Doppler broadening, low collision rate, and long in-
teraction time, such samples offer a unique possibility of
ultraprecise spectroscopic measurements. They are especially
useful for experiments which investigate Raman transitions
between nearly degenerate energy levels. The resonant struc-
tures in probe spectra observed in cold media for pump-
probe detuning much smaller than the natural linewidth are
due to numerous effects: stimulated Rayleigh scattering[1]
and Raman transitions between either light shifted sublevels
of a ground atomic state[2], vibrational energy levels of
atoms localized in an optical lattice[3], or kinetic momen-
tum states of unbound atoms[4]. However, the MOT is not
an ideal tool for systematic investigation of these effects.
Because of the fixed three-dimensional geometry of the trap-
ping beams, the presence of inhomogeneous trapping mag-
netic field, and limited flexibility in varying the trap param-
eters, it is difficult to selectively address the phenomena
mentioned above. This is why the MOT usually serves only
as an initial stage of preparation of a cold sample which,
after switching off the MOT’s optical and magnetic fields, is
subject to more precisely controlled experimental conditions,
such as dedicated pump beam geometry and polarization
[1,4–7], phase-stabilized pump beams[8], etc.

Despite these difficulties, cw pump-probe spectroscopy of
trapped atoms performed while the MOT is working, using
the trapping beams as pump light, has been studied by sev-
eral authors. Such experiments were carried out by Tabosaet
al. [9] and Grisonet al. [2]. Also, there exists spectroscopic
evidence of optical lattices in a MOT with a special, phase-
shift-insensitive, trapping beam geometry[10]. These experi-
ments indicated the potential of probe spectroscopy for cold-

atom diagnostics. However, the complexity of such spectra
from a working MOT resulted in their possible application
for MOT diagnostics being neglected. In this paper we revisit
the problem and describe our systematic studies of such
spectra.

The aim of this paper is to examine the Raman processes
which occur in a MOT. Their interplay makes the MOT spec-
tra far more complex than those obtained under simpler ex-
perimental conditions. The systematic study of the MOT
spectra is necessary for their possible application for MOT
diagnostics which, as we show below, can be successfully
performed by pump-probe spectroscopy. Working MOT
spectroscopy can constitute a powerful, nondestructive diag-
nostic tool. It can provide information on the atomic cloud
density [11] and average Rabi frequency[12]. Below, we
concentrate on the additional possibility of spectroscopic ve-
locimetry of atoms in a working MOT, based on the recoil-
induced resonances(RIR). This method has been already
successfully used to determine the temperature of the cold
sample[4,13–15] but under conditions in which RIR consti-
tuted the only relevant contribution to the spectra. In a work-
ing MOT, however, recoil-induced resonances appear accom-
panied by the other Raman processes which necessitates
clear identification and more thorough analysis of their indi-
vidual contributions.

Below, in Sec. II, we briefly characterize our setup and in
Sec. III present in more detail our experiment and results. We
perform spectroscopic measurements of85Rb atoms in a
standard MOT[16]. With the MOT’s optical and magnetic
fields still turned on, we simultaneously record two signals: a
probe absorption and a four-wave mixing signal. The latter is
generated by atoms as a result of their nonlinear interaction
with the probe and trapping beams and in such a geometry
propagates oppositely to the probe beam direction[17]. The
spectroscopic signals were acquired for various trap param-
eters, e.g., the trapping beams’ intensity and detuning from
atomic resonance and the gradient of the MOT’s magnetic
field. This allowed us to carry out a systematic investigation
of the phenomena that affect the shapes of the absorption and
four-wave mixing spectra.
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In Sec. IV, we show that the theoretical explanation of the
observed spectra has to include two contributions: the Ra-
man resonances between light-shifted Zeeman sublevels of
the 85Rb 2S1/2 sF=3d ground state, or for short, the Raman-
Zeeman resonances(RZR’s) [2,18] and the recoil-induced
resonances(RIR’s) [4,19,20]. Additionally, in order to reach
good agreement between the theory and the experimental
data, one has to consider realistic physical conditions in the
MOT, namely, the light intensity and polarization gradients,
the three-dimensional geometry of the trapping beams, and
the inhomogeneity of the quadrupole MOT’s magnetic field.
In Sec. IV we present interpretation of the main individual
mechanisms that can be recognized in the MOT. We also
note that the difference between thes+ and s− absorption
spectra is the signature of the optical anisotropy of the cold
atomic sample in a MOT and is due to recoil resonances
induced by the probe and different trapping beams. Finally,
we suggest a method to eliminate the RZR contribution, thus
opening the possibility of real-time, nondestructive MOT
temperature measurement based on observation of the width
of RIR contribution[4], and we conclude our work in Sec. V.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

We use a standard magneto-optical trap[21] in a stainless-
steel vacuum chamber with antireflection coated windows.
Our laser setup consists of four home-built diode lasers. One
of them, equipped with an external cavity, is frequency sta-
bilized using saturated absorption in a rubidium vapor cell,
or alternatively the Doppler-free dichroism method[22].
This laser serves as the master for injection seeding into the
trapping and probe lasers. The 780-nm light from a 70-mW
trapping diode laser is divided into three beams, which have
Gaussian radiuss<0.4 cm and peak intensityImax
=12 mW/cm2. They are retroreflected after passing the trap
cell. The frequency shift of the trapping and probe beams is
controlled by several acousto-optic modulators(AOM’s).
The typical detuning,D=v−v0, of the trapping beams of
frequency v from the trapping transition resonance fre-
quencyv0 is −3G, whereG=2p35.98 MHz is the transi-
tion’s natural linewidth. Before injection into the probe laser
diode, the master beam double passes the AOM, which al-
lows us to tune the frequencyvpr of the probe laser in the
range of ±40 MHz around the master laser frequency. In the
present experiment the probe sweep range was ±3 MHz.
Since both trapping and probe lasers are seeded with the
same beam, they are phase locked. Thus when these two
lasers work in the pump-probe configuration they provide a
spectroscopic resolution which allows one to distinguish
resonant structures with widths of a few kHz, limited by
residual phase fluctuations. The repumping beam is derived
from an independent, free running laser diode, and is over-
lapped with one of the trapping beams. The quadrupole mag-
netic field is generated by a pair of anti-Helmholtz coils,
which produce an axial gradient of 16 G/cm. Stray dc mag-
netic fields are zeroed by three orthogonal pairs of Helmholtz
coils. We trap about 107 atoms in the cloud with a Gaussian
radius ofs<0.9 mm. The temperature of our sample, mea-
sured by the time-of-flight method[23], is about 100mK.

The geometry of our experiment is depicted in Fig. 1. The
probe beam enters the cloud of cold atoms at a small angle
u=3.5° with one of the trapping beams. The polarization of
the probe beam is set by thel /4 waveplate placed after a
polarizersPd. We define the polarization of the probe beam
with respect to the nearly co-propagating trapping beam,
which iss− polarized. We call the probe polarizations− ss+d
when it is the same as that of the nearly co-propagating
(counterpropagating) trapping beam. After traversing the
cloud, the probe beam is directed onto a photodiode which
records the absorption spectrum(ABS phd). The four-wave
mixing beam, generated in the cloud and propagating oppo-
sitely to the probe beam, is reflected by a 50/50 beamsplitter
(BS) onto another photodiode(FWM phd). Both signals are
acquired simultaneously and thus can be directly compared.
The probe beam is shaped to have the diameter smaller than
the cloud size in order to avoid an undesired background of
nonabsorbed light. Typically, the probe-laser power is about
1 mW, and its frequency is swept at a rate of 5 MHz/s. The
spectra presented in this paper are recorded as a function of
the pump-probe detuning,d=vpr−v, and are averaged over
20 probe sweeps.

III. MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS

We have performed systematic studies of absorption and
four-wave mixing spectra of85Rb atoms in a MOT. We have
varied the trapping beams’ intensity, their detuning, and the
magnetic-field gradient. Examples of absorption and four-
wave-mixing spectra simultaneously recorded for three vari-
ous trapping beam intensities are depicted in Fig. 2. The
shapes of the spectra are similar to those previously observed
and assigned to RZR(see, for example, Refs.[2,9]). How-
ever, in contrast to the pure RZR case, they differ signifi-
cantly for s+ (left column) ands− polarization of the probe
beam(right column). In particular, in absorption, thes+ and
s− spectra have different amplitudes and positions of indi-
vidual resonances. In four-wave mixing, the spectra consist
of two very distinct contributions, one broad and second ul-
tranarrow. The broad contribution to the wave-mixing spec-
tra recorded with thes+ probe appears broader that that as-
sociated with thes− probe.

From Fig. 2 it is clearly seen that with the increase of the
trapping beam intensity, both the absorption and four-wave-

FIG. 1. The geometry of the experimental setup.
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mixing spectra become wider and their resonant structures
better resolved. This fact can be qualitatively explained by
the increase of the splitting of the ground-state Zeeman sub-
levels due to the ac Stark shift(light shift). For V.G, this
shift is proportional to the pump beam intensity(V is the
Rabi frequency associated with the pump field). The quanti-
tative description of the shape of the spectra, however,
should incorporate all possible Raman transitions between
the pairs of adjacent Zeeman sublevels in the2S1/2 sF=3d
ground state of85Rb [see Fig. 4(a) below] and also include a
possible RIR contribution. This will be discussed in the next
section.

In the case of the absorption spectra for thes−-polarized
probe, a weak, ultranarrow structure appears near the pump-
probe detuningd<0. In the four-wave mixing signal this
ultranarrow resonance is even more pronounced and occurs
for both polarizations of the probe beam. This feature in a
MOT spectra has not yet been thoroughly examined. We at-
tribute it to recoil-induced resonances[4]. To verify this hy-
pothesis we have performed an additional measurement. The
trapping beam intensities were set in such a way that almost
all trapping laser power was sent to the pair of trapping
beams nearly collinear with the probe. In such a situation,
trapping beams transverse to the probe are much attenuated
and serve only to sustain the cloud stability. Thus we ap-
proach the one-dimensional pump-probe spectroscopy setup
with two counterpropagating strong pump beams nearly col-
linear with the probe[5], while still having cold atomic cloud
in a stable MOT. Spectra registered under such conditions,
presented in Fig. 3, reveal resonant structures aroundd<0

even better resolved than those of Fig. 2. In particular, a
distinct dispersionlike resonance develops in the center of
the absorption spectrum for thes−-polarized probe, while for
the s+ probe polarization it is barely visible. The shape of
this resonance agrees well with the theory of recoil-induced
resonances[4] and its width corresponds to the actual tem-
perature of the atomic sample, which has been measured
independently[23].

In order to understand how the measured spectra depend
on realistic MOT conditions we have measured the absorp-
tion and four-wave mixing spectra for various magnetic-field
gradients. Since the size of the cloud is proportional to
s]B/]zd−1/2 [16], the value of the magnetic field in the pe-
ripheries of the cloud scales ass]B/]zd1/2. For a well-aligned
MOT with the valueB=0 in the trap center, we observed that
for smaller gradients the resonances occur at the same fre-
quencies as for larger gradients but are better resolved. Thus
due to the finite size of the atomic cloud, when modeling the
experimental curves one has to take into account the inho-
mogeneous broadening due to the MOT quadrupole mag-
netic field.

IV. INTERPRETATION

The shape of the absorption and four-wave mixing spectra
that we measure in our experiment can be explained on the
basis of two processes: Raman transitions between light-

FIG. 3. Probe absorption spectra(a) and four-wave mixing sig-
nal (b), recorded when almost all trapping beam power is sent to the
pair of trapping beams nearly collinear with the probe, as schemati-
cally shown in (c). The intensity of these beams is
Iz=30 mW/cm2, intensity of beams transversal to the probe beam is
3 mW/cm2. The detuning of the trapping beams isD=−3G and the
magnetic-field gradient is]B/]z=13 G/cm. The dispersive shape
of the recoil-induced resonance shows up in the center of the
s−-polarized probe absorption spectrum(marked by gray arrow).

FIG. 2. Probe absorption spectra(a) and four-wave mixing sig-
nals (b) for the s+ and s−-polarized probe beam. The spectra are
recorded as a function of the pump-probe detuningd. Imax stands for
the peak intensity of a single trapping beam. The trapping beam
detuning from atomic resonance isD=−3G, the magnetic field gra-
dient along coil axis is]B/]z=13 G/cm.
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shifted Zeeman sublevels(RZR) of the ground state[2,24]
and recoil-induced resonances(RIR) [4]. The theoretical out-
line of both processes is presented below. However, in order
to perform the complete modeling of the spectra, we ex-
tended the present theories by inclusion of two types of in-
homogeneous broadening: one due to modulation of the net
E field in the trap and the other connected with the presence
of the quadrupole trapping magnetic fieldB. Moreover, the
standard three-dimensional geometry of the MOT beams has
to be taken into account when considering recoil processes in
a working trap.

A. Raman transitions between light-shifted Zeeman
sublevels (RZR)

Let us consider the cycling 52S1/2 sFg=3d−5 2P3/2
sFe=4d transition in85Rb atom in a MOT. The atom is sub-
ject to three pairs of counterpropagating laser beams of fre-
quency v with pairwise orthogonal circular polarizations.
Their interference in the intersection region results in a com-
plex spatial modulation of light intensity and polarization
[25]. For the sake of simplicity, we consider here only the

case where the net light field is linearly polarized and choose
quantization axis parallel to the local direction of the net
field E. In this reference frame, the resulting pump light isp
polarized and shifts the Zeeman sublevels of both the ground
and the excited atomic state. The 52S1/2 sFg=3d ground state
multilevel structure is presented in Fig. 4(a). The optical
pumping in such a scheme leads to alignment, i.e., a sym-
metric distribution of populations with respect to themg=0
sublevel of the ground state, with this sublevel being mostly
populated. The atoms interacting with the pump light are
probed by circularly polarized weak probe laser[26]. The
Raman processes involving ap-polarized pump and a
s±-polarized probe photon lead to transitions withDmg
= ±1. For a given population distribution among themg sub-
levels, two directions of such processes are possible, depend-
ing on the sign of the probe-pump detuningd. In the consid-
ered case of dominant population in themg=0 sublevel, the
Raman transitions withDm=−1 take place ford,0 and lead
to gain of the probe; those withDm= +1 take place ford
.0 and result in its attenuation. These processes are reso-
nant wheneverudu coincides with the energy separation of the
adjacent sublevels. The amplitude of the corresponding reso-
nance is proportional to the population difference of the sub-
levels involved in the transition and depends on the Clebsch-
Gordan coefficients associated with the specific transition
path. The simplest model of the probe absorption spectrum is
obtained by summing the Lorentzian profiles centered at the
appropriate resonance frequencies and weighted by products
of the relevant population differences and squares of the
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients,

sRZRsdd = o
i=1

3

wi−1,iDPi−1,iLsd,di−1,i,gi−1,id

− o
i=−1

−3

wi+1,iDPi+1,iLsd,di+1,i,gi+1,id. s1d

In the above equation,wk,j is the weight associated with the
Clebsch-Gordan coefficient along thek=mg↔ j =mg Raman
transition path,DPk,j is the population difference of the
k=mg and j =mg sublevels, and the Lorentzian profile is
given by

Lsd,dk,j,gk,jd =
gk,j

gk,j
2 + sd − dk,jd2 , s2d

wheredk,j and gk,j are, respectively, the resonance frequen-
cies and widths of thek=mg↔ j =mg transitions. These
widths are due to the optical pumping, the finite interaction
time, and atomic collisions in a trap. The spectrum generated
using formula(1) with assumption of full optical pumping in
the closed system shown in Fig. 4(a) is presented in Fig. 4(b)
compared to the relevant experimental data. The comparison
shows that the latter constitutes an envelope for the theoret-
ical curve under which individual resonances are unrealisti-
cally well resolved. This suggests a broadening mechanism,
which is indeed provided by the spatial inhomogeneity of the
light intensity in the trap. To account for this effect, we av-
eraged the calculated spectra over Rabi frequencyV. This
can be done as described in Ref.[27], but in our case it was

FIG. 4. (a) Multilevel structure of the 52S1/2 sF=3d 85Rb
ground state. Zeeman sublevels are perturbed with ap-polarized
pump (thick gray arrows), which results in their energy shift and
symmetric population distribution(alignment), marked by gray
circles. The structure is then probed by as+-polarized beam.(b)
Theoretical absorption signal compared with the experimental spec-
trum. The theoretical curve was generated for the Rabi frequency
V=6G, detuningD=−3G and gi,k=0.13G for all i,k. Experimental
conditions:Imax=10.2 mW/cm2, D=−3G, ]B/]z=13 G/cm.
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sufficient to sum the absorption spectra generated according
to Eq. (1) for the appropriate range of Rabi frequencies. By
numerical simulations of various field contributions, similar
to that of Ref.[25], we have found that the relevant range
that produces the best agreement between the theory and the
experiment is 5G–7.5G. This corresponds to the average
Rabi frequency of 6.25G determined as in Ref.[12]. The
inclusion of theE-field inhomogeneity yields a better agree-
ment of theoretical results with the experimental data, as
presented in Fig. 5. However, there is still a discrepancy
between the theoretical prediction and the experimental sig-
nal neard<0. Moreover, the model discussed above does
not explain the profound difference between the spectra reg-
istered fors+ and s−-polarized probe. The explanation of
this effect is presented in the next subsection.

B. Recoil-induced resonances (RIR)

The momentum exchange between nonlocalized atoms
and the laser field is associated with the phenomenon of the
so-called recoil-induced resonances(RIR). They were pre-
dicted by Guoet al. [20] and observed by Grynberget al.
[4,5]. A simple momentum-space analysis of RIR can be
found in Refs.[4,15,19]. Here we briefly recall its results.

Let us consider atoms of massm interacting with a weak
probe beam(with wave vectorkpr and frequencyv+d),
which makes an angleu with the direction of propagation of
a strong pump beam(wave vectork, frequencyv), as de-
picted in Fig. 6(a). The process of pump photon absorption
followed by the probe photon emission results in the momen-
tum changeDp of an atom, where

Dp = − 2"k sin
u

2
. s3d

The preceding equation is derived assuming small probe-
pump detuninguk u<ukpru=k. The resonance occurs whenever
the probe-pump detuning coincides with the kinetic energy
difference, namely at detuning

dres= −
2k

m
S"k sin

u

2
− pDsin

u

2
. s4d

An analogous consideration performed for the case of probe-
photon absorption followed by emission of a photon into the

pump beam leads to the nearly identical formula fordres as
Eq. (4), but with the opposite sign. Similarly to the RZR
case, the resonance amplitude is proportional to the popula-
tion difference between the relevant atomic states, but now
we consider the continuum, kinetic momentum states rather
than discrete, magnetic sublevels[Fig. 6(b)]

DPspfinal,pinitiald = Psp + Dpd − Pspd. s5d

Integration over all possible momentum values leads to the
formula for the RIR signal given as

sRIRsd,ud = −E
−`

`

dpDPspfinal,pinitialdLsdd. s6d

Assuming thatPspd is a Gaussian distribution,Dp!pT

=ÎmkBT andg!kpT/m [4] (all these conditions are fulfilled
in our case), one arrives at an analytic formula for the ab-
sorption spectrum signal,

FIG. 5. The comparison of experimental absorption spectrum
[acquired under the same experimental conditions as in Fig. 4(b)]
with the theoretical curve generated according to Eq.(1) and aver-
aged over the Rabi frequency rangeVP f5G ;7.5Gg.

FIG. 6. (a) Basic geometry for the recoil induced resonance,
associated with atomic interaction with two beams: the pump(thick
gray arrow) and probe(thin arrow) beams intersecting in an atomic
sample at a small angleu. (b) Raman transitions between the kinetic
momentum states for an atom in a state with specificmg.
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sRIRsd,ud = −Î m

2p

"d

2uT
3/2k sinsu/2d

3expF−
d2

2uT
2f2k sinsu/2dg2G , s7d

whereuT=pT/m is the most probable atomic speed. The sig-
nal (7) is the derivative of a Gaussian function. It has its
minimum/maximum ford= ±2uTk sinsu /2d and the width of
the spectrumDRIR, defined as the distance between minimum
and maximum, is proportional toÎT. The RIR spectrum can
thus serve as a spectroscopic tool for the temperature mea-
surement of a cold atomic sample[4,13,14], according to the
formula

T =
m

16kBk2 sin2su/2d
DRIR

2 . s8d

The results presented above refer to a two-level atom and
a simple pump-probe beam configuration. Nevertheless, this
simple approach can be also successfully used in our case in
which multilevel atoms are subject to a three-dimensional set
of trapping beams. Since a distinct RIR contribution appears
only neard<0 (see Figs. 2 and 3), it must result from Ra-
man transitions between the momentum states of the same
magnetic sublevel,Dmg=0. In principle, RIR’s can also oc-
cur between momentum states associated with various Zee-
man sublevels, i.e., withDmgÞ0, in which case somes+/s−

asymmetry might be visible, but this contribution to the over-
all signal is negligible. First, the amplitudes of such contri-
butions have been shown to be about order of magnitude
weaker than of theDmg=0 principal ones[28]. Second, they
would result only in a small frequency shift of the broader
RZR contribution. Third, as shown below in Sec. IV C, the
Raman transitions withDmgÞ0 in a working MOT are sub-
ject to inhomogeneous broadening which further reduces
their importance for RIR. Thus the recoil contribution is due
to the probe and pump beams of the same polarization. This
implies that our atoms can be effectively treated as two level
systems[11,29] and that the polarization of the probe selects
the pump of the appropriate polarization among all six avail-
able beams.

For example, consider the case in which the probe beam
is s− polarized and the quantization axis is parallel to its
direction of propagation. Obviously, one contribution to the
recoil process is due to the probe beam combined with the
nearly co-propagating trapping beam. Analogously, the
s+-polarized probe interacts with the nearly counterpropagat-
ing trapping beam. The second contribution is due to the
trapping beams transverse to the probe. In the chosen refer-
ence frame, these beams appear as linearlys and p polar-
ized. Depending on their relative phases, they represents+ or
s−-polarized pump photons with the same probability, so
they equally contribute to the recoil processes both for thes+

and s−-polarized probe. This consideration yields the total
RIR signal in the probe beam absorption in the MOT with all
six trap beams as equal to

sRIR,MOTsdd =5
sRIRsd,ud + 2sRIRsd,90 °d

for s− − polarized probe;

sRIRsd,180 ° −ud + 2sRIRsd,90 °d
for s+ − polarized probe.

6 s9d

The above discussion allows one to associate the observed
distinct difference between the MOT spectra taken fors−

ands+-polarized probe exclusively with the recoil processes,
since, as it was pointed out in Sec. IV A, the RZR contribu-
tions are insensitive to the probe beam polarization.

C. Influence of the MOT magnetic field

The considerations presented above lead to the conclusion
that both RZR and RIR contribute to the observed spectra, so
the complete formula for the absorption signal becomes

ssdd = s̄RZRsdd + sRIR,MOTsdd, s10d

where s̄RZRsdd is the RZR contribution averaged over Rabi
frequencies available in a MOT, as discussed in Sec. IV A.
The results of theoretical simulations according to formula
(10) are depicted in Fig. 7(fit 1°) and compared with experi-
mental data. While the agreement of the modeled and experi-
mental spectra improved considerably after considering both
contributions tossdd, the theoretical spectrum still exhibits
resonances that are too narrow. Simplistic attempts to reduce
resolution of the theoretical spectra by extending theV in-
homogeneity range in thes̄RZRsdd contribution does not im-
prove the fit. Whereas the net spectrumssdd becomes
broader, its individual peaks and dips are shifted out of co-

FIG. 7. Experimental and theoretical absorption spectra fors+

and s−-polarized probe beam. The experimental conditions:
Imax=10.2 mW/cm2, D=−3G, ]B/]z=13 G/cm. Fit 0° includes
only inhomogeneity of theE field, fit 1° 2 as fit 0°1 RIR, fit 2° 2
as fit 1°1 inhomogeneity of theB field. Parameters of theoretical
simulations: Rabi frequency averaging rangeVP f5G ;7.5Gg;
Gaussian width of a single, inhomogeneously broadened resonance
sB=0.088G, which corresponds to the actual trap sizesz=0.9 mm;
the temperature of atomic cloudT=155mK was fitted to achieve
the best agreement of the simulation with experimental data and is
consistent with the results of Ref.[23]. For better comparison, the
experimental spectra are added in grey to each fit.
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incidence with the experimental ones. This indicates that
some other kind of inhomogeneous broadening mechanism
must affect the spectra. This mechanism is due to the quad-
rupole MOT magnetic fieldB and finite size of the atomic
cloud. As the spatial distribution of atomic density in the trap
is Gaussian, modeling of the individual RZR resonances,
such as in Eq.(1), should be performed with the Gaussian
profiles Gsd ,dk,j ,Bd, rather than with the Lorentz functions
(2). We thus take

Gsd,dk,j,Bd = C expF−
sd − dk,jd2

2sB
2 G , s11d

with

sB =
gFmB

"

]B

]z
sz @ gk,j . s12d

In the above formulas,C is a constant,gF is the Lande factor
of the 2S1/2sF=3d hyperfine state,mB is the Bohr magneton
andsz is the Gaussian radius of the atomic cloud along thez
axis. The results of the theoretical simulation of the absorp-
tion spectra with inclusion of the MOT magnetic field are
presented in Fig. 7 as fit 2° and are compared with the ex-
perimental data. In contrast to averaging exclusively overuEu
(fits 0° and 1°), the agreement of the theoretical and experi-
mental absorption signals is now very good. This indicates
the importance of the inhomogeneous broadening of the
MOT spectra. So far, the RZR’s in a MOT have been con-
sidered to be free of any inhomogeneous broadening. Our
experiment shows that this is not the case. While Doppler
broadening is negligible, the magnetic-field inhomogeneities
cause substantial broadening of the pump-probe Raman
spectra and corresponding change of their line shapes from
Lorentzian to Gaussian.

D. Four-wave mixing signals

In our experiment, the four-wave mixing spectra are re-
corded simultaneously with the probe beam absorption,
which assures that they are acquired in exactly the same
experimental conditions. The four-wave mixing signals re-
corded in our experiment[Figs. 2(b) and 3(b)] clearly exhibit
two contributions: the broad pedestal and pronounced, ultra-
narrow features ford<0. The former can be attributed to the
superposition of the RZR’s and RIR’s and the latter is due to
the transitions between kinetic momentum states, RIR and
possibly to the Rayleigh scattering[1]. Ultranarrow reso-
nances are here far better resolved than in the case of corre-
sponding absorption signals. Hence the four-wave mixing
spectroscopy appears to be more sensitive to the recoil ef-
fects. However, precise verification of this conjecture is ham-
pered by the level of complexity of the theory of four-wave
mixing for recoil induced resonances(see, e.g., Ref.[20]).
Also, the nature of the four-wave mixing process differs sub-
stantially from the probe absorption: the four wave mixing
signal is, in general, calculated asuregsp,p8du2, where
regsp,p8d is an off-diagonal element of a momentum-
dependent density matrix. Sinceregsp,p8d=regsp,p8dRZR

+regsp,p8dRIR, the interference terms regsp,p8dRZR

3rgesp8 ,pdRIR play an important role in the four-wave mix-
ing signal. These terms are likely to be responsible for sig-
nificant differences between four-wave mixing signals for the
two circular probe polarizations. The theoretical work by
Guoet al. [20] presents a derivation of the four-wave mixing
resonances due to atomic recoil in a two-level system. How-
ever, for this theory to be applicable to our case, it should be
complemented with the RZR contribution for systems with
nonzero angular momenta.

E. Optical anisotropy of cold atoms

In Sec. IV A we discussed the RZR contribution to the
MOT absorption spectra. It does not depend on the probe
beam polarization, due to the fact that in the considered case
of p-polarized pump field, neither populations of individual
Zeeman sublevels, nor the Raman-resonance frequencies, de-
pend on the sign ofmg. On the other hand, in the case of
RIR, the polarization of the probe beam plays a crucial role.
As was mentioned in the conclusions of Sec. IV B, recoil
processes for two opposite circular polarizations of the probe
result in dramatically different momentum and energy trans-
fers. The momentum transfer from trapping beams perpen-
dicular to the probe is the same for both probe beam polar-
izations and, according to Eq.(3), equalsDp= ±"kÎ2/2.
However, the probe beam polarization selects which of the
two pump beams, the co-propagating or the counterpropagat-
ing with the probe, is involved in the RIR. The quantity of
the momentum transfer isDp< ±"ku for the s−- and Dp
< ±2"k for thes+-polarized probe. Hence the RIR contribu-
tion is the cause of the obvious difference between the ab-
sorption spectra for the two probe beam polarizations around
d<0. Figure 8(a) exemplifies such a difference, obtained by
subtraction of two independently measured absorption sig-
nals, compared with the calculated one[Fig. 8(b)]. While
wide structures of the two curves(between −0.1G and
+0.1 G) are well correlated, the agreement of their central
parts is less satisfactory. The exact cause of this discrepancy

FIG. 8. The differences−−s+ for the experimental absorption
spectra presented in Fig. 7(a) compared with theoretical prediction
(b).
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is not yet well understood. There are several possible effects
that can influence that challenging recording of kHz-wide
spectral features. On one hand, the accuracy with which we
determine the zero of the pump-probe detuning is limited,
the relative phase of the two laser beams undergoes some
residual fluctuations, and the MOT parameters may vary be-
tween successive acquisitions of thes− and s+ spectra. On
the other hand, additionally to the RZR and RIR contribu-
tions that we consider, the central structure might be system-
atically affected by additional mechanism such as, e.g., the
Rayleigh scattering[1] or Faraday rotation due to imperfect
compensation of a magnetic field and/or imperfect balancing
of the MOT beams.

The asymmetry between absorption spectra, i.e., between
optical properties of the sample as seen by probe beams of
different polarizations, is known asdichroism, or generally
as optical anisotropy. In our case, the atomic sample is
placed in a center of a MOT, whereB=0, and the optical
pumping by pump beams creates atomic alignment, rather
than polarization. Thus the optical anisotropy of our cold
sample can be associated exclusively with the recoil pro-
cesses. Consequently, when two absorption spectra for thes−

ands+ probe beams are subtracted, the RZR contribution is
completely eliminated and one is left only with the contribu-
tion from RIR’s for the pump beams co- and counterpropa-
gating with the probe.

The optical anisotropy associated with RIR and shown
above(Fig. 8) constitutes experimental evidence of the effect
recently predicted by Dubetsky and Berman[30]. The au-
thors of Ref.[30] concentrated on the somewhat different
experimental situation in which the optical anisotropy is de-
tected via rotation of the polarization plane of a weak, lin-
early polarized probe beam propagating perpendicularly to
the pump beam[31]. Still, the anisotropy described here has
the same physical origin, the RIR.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have successfully explained absorption spectra re-
corded in a working MOT. We have shown that full agree-
ment between the theory and experimental data is attainable
only when realistic MOT conditions, the light modulation in
a trap and the quadrupole MOT magnetic field are taken into
account. Our theoretical analysis emphasizes the importance
of the atomic recoil processes in a MOT. Recoil-induced

resonances have already been used in atomic velocimetry
[13,14]. In order to apply this method to atoms in a working
MOT, one has to eliminate other processes influencing the
spectra, namely the Raman transitions between light-shifted
Zeeman sublevels of the ground atomic state, RZR. For the
MOT velocimetry based on RIR’s, the RZR contribution ap-
pears as an undesired background which hinders precise de-
termination of the RIR width. Unlike the RIR contribution,
that due to the RZR is subject to significant inhomogeneous
broadening by trap magnetic and light fields, so it is worth-
while to eliminate this background, e.g., such as suggested
above by recording the optical anisotropy or the differential
s+/s− absorption.

Let us note that in contrast to the experiment by Schad-
winkel et al. [10] with carefully phase-stabilized trap beams,
we see no contribution from the Raman transitions between
vibrational levels associated with a possible optical lattice,
whose frequencies could be in the similar range of the order
of 100 kHz. We have found that under regular conditions in
a standard MOT with nonstabilized trap beams, the short-
term, random fluctuations of the trapping beam phases
caused by mechanical instabilities of the setup, wash out the
interference pattern, thus preventing stationary modulation of
optical potential and atomic localization.

Another aspect of our results is the four-wave mixing
spectroscopy. Since the four-wave mixing signals are gener-
ated in a more complex process, especially when the multi-
level structure and recoil effects have to be taken into ac-
count, their theoretical analysis is complicated and requires
further investigation. At the same time they appear to be far
more sensitive to recoil processes than absorption, as the
ultranarrow structures are here highly pronounced. This in-
teresting feature motivates one to work out the method of
MOT diagnostics based on four-wave mixing.
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